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1. Introduction
Let M be an oriented 3-manifold. For any commutative ring R with a speci"ed invertible element
A one can assign an R-moduleS
2,=
(M; R, A) called the Kau!man bracket skein module of M. This
invariant of 3-manifolds was introduced by the "rst author in [23].
This paper gives insight into broad and intriguing connections between two apparently unre-
lated theories: the theory of skein modules of 3-manifolds and the theory of representations of
groups into special linear groups of 2]2 matrices. This connection was "rst observed by Bullock
[5}7].
We believe that our research, which was originated in [24] and continued in this paper, will
ultimately result in a theory which will reveal some of the mysterious mutual correlations between
a skein approach and an approach via methods of representation theory to three-dimensional
topology.
Such a theory is needed, for example, in order to advance the study of quantum invariants. These
invariants can be de"ned both in terms of skein theory and representation theory (of quantum
groups). A lack of good understanding of relations between these two theories gives rise to some
di$culties in studying quantum invariants.
Our work can be also considered in a context of the theory of Culler and Shalen [12] which
relates properties of the Sl
2
(C)-character variety of n
1
(M), for a given 3-manifold M,with properties
of incompressible surfaces in M. In this paper we give a topological interpretation of Sl
2
(C)-
character variety of n
1
(M). Using this interpretation one can restate some of the deep results of
Culler and Shalen in a purely topological manner.
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We were inspired to write this paper after we discovered the results of Brum"el and Hilden [3],
which interplay very nicely with our own work [24]. This paper is based on these two papers. In
particular, we use the following results from [24]:
1. If A"!1 then S
2,=
(M; R, A) is a commutative R-algebra, called a skein algebra of M.
2. For any group G and a ring R one can de"ne a skein algebra of G,S(G; R), in such a way that
if G"n
1
(M) then the two notions of skein algebras coincide, i.e.
S
2,=
(M; R, !1)KS(G; R).
Skein algebras will be the main subject of our study. Here is the plan of our paper:
In Section 2 we give the de"nition of the Kau!man bracket skein module, S(M; R, A), and the
skein algebra, S(G; R). We recall also all necessary results from [24] needed in this paper.
In Section 3 we prove that if some general conditions are satis"ed (for example, if 1
2
3R) then
S(G; R) is isomorphic to an algebra „H
R
(G) introduced by Brum"el and Hilden in connection with
their study of Sl
2
(R)-representations of groups [3]. Using this fact we prove a few new results about
the algebras „H
R
(G). For example, „H
R
(n
1
(F)) is a free module for any ring R and for any surface F.
In Section 7 we consider characters of Sl
2
-representations of groups. We show, using the work of
Brum"el and Hilden, that if K is an algebraically closed "eld of characteristic 0 then the algebra
S(G; K) is isomorphic to the (unreduced) coordinate ring of the Sl
2
(K)-character variety of G.
Moreover, using various algebraic and topological methods, we prove that for many important
classes of groups this algebra is actually reduced, i.e. the algebra S(G; K) does not have any
nilpotent elements.
In Section 4, we consider another structure of a generally non-commutative algebra assigned to
S
2,=
(F]I; R, A), when F is a surface. We present some of its interesting properties. For example,
S
2,=
(F]I; R, A) is a central algebra over a ring of polynomials induced by the boundary of F.
Moreover, S
2,=
(F]I; R, A) has no zero divisors. In particular, this implies that the Sl
2
(C)-
character varieties of the fundamental groups of surfaces are irreducible.
In Sections 6 and 8 we "nd, using results of previous sections and some arguments from algebraic
geometry, the minimal numbers of generators of various skein algebras. In particular, we prove
that the minimal number of generators ofS(F
n
, R) is n#(n
2
)#(n
3
) or 2n!1 depending on whether
2 is invertible in R or not. We also give the minimal numbers of generators of skein algebras
S
2,=
(F]I; R, A), for R"Z[A$1], and estimate the minimal numbers of generators for other rings
of coe$cients, R.
In Section 5 we introduce for any surface F a new algebra S3%-
2,=
(F]I; R, A) which is built on
relative links in the manifold M"F][0, 1]. We prove that this algebra is isomorphic to an
algebra H
R
(G), G"n
1
(M), investigated in the book by Brum"el and Hilden [3]. This result,
combined with our result from Section 3, gives a nice topological interpretation of algebraic
objects, H
R
(G) and „H
R
(G), considered in [3].
2. Skein modules and skein algebras
In this paper we make the following assumptions:
1. All rings are commutative and have identities. All homomorphisms between rings preserve
identities.
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2. For a given ring R and a set S we denote the free R-module with a basis composed of
elements of S by RS.
3. All topological spaces (manifolds, links) are considered as objects in the category of piecewise-
linear topological spaces. In particular, all links are tame. All continuous functions preserve
PL-structures.
4. All manifolds are oriented and they may have boundaries.
5. Let N be a submodule of M. Then for any m3M we denote m#N3M/N by [m]. Similarly,
if I is an ideal in a ring R then x#I3R/I is denoted by [x], for any x3R.
We start with a de"nition of the Kau!man bracket skein module. Skein modules were indepen-
dently introduced by V. Turaev in [33] and, in a more general setting, by the "rst author in [23].
Kau!man bracket skein modules of manifolds were for the "rst time de"ned in [23]. They are
composed of formal linear combinations of framed unoriented links considered up to some local
relations called skein relations. By a framed link in a 3-manifold M we mean an embedding of
a "nite family of annuli into the interior of M. In our de"nition of the Kau!man bracket skein
module we follow [18].
De5nition 2.1. Let M be any oriented 3-manifold and let L
fr
(M) denote the set of all ambient
isotopy classes of framed unoriented links in the interior of M, including the empty link, 0. Let A be
a speci"ed invertible element in a ring R. Furthermore, let S
2,=
be a submodule of RL
fr
(M)
generated by two kinds of elements:
1. Skein expressions ‚
‘
!A‚
0
!A~1‚
=
, where ‚
‘
, ‚
0
, ‚
=
are any three framed links in
M which are the same outside a small 3-ball BLM, but inside B they are as in Fig. 1, i.e. there
is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism between B and a ball B@LR3 which carries
BW‚
‘
, BW‚
~
, BW‚
0
to fragments of links presented in Fig. 1. The orientation of B@LR3 is
given by an ordered basis of R3, v
1
, v
2
, v
3
, where v
1
, v
2
are pictured in Fig. 1 and v
3
is
orthogonal to v
1
and v
2
and it is directed towards the reader. In this situation we say that
‚
‘
, ‚
0
, ‚
=
are skein related.
2. ‚Xs#(A2#A~2) ) ‚, where ‚ is any link in M and ‚Xs denotes a disjoint union of ‚ with
a trivial component, s. We assume that s has a trivial framing and sis unlinked with ‚,
i.e. s lies in a plane in a ball disjoint from ‚.
We de"ne the Kau!man bracket skein module of M as a quotient
S
2,=
(M; R, A)"RL
fr
(M)/S
2,=
.
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Notice that if a 3-manifold M is a disjoint union of manifolds M
1
, M
2
,2,Mn then
S
2,=
(M; R, A)"S
2,=
(M
1
; R, A)?
R
S
2,=
(M
2
; R, A)?
R
2?
R
S
2,=
(M
n
; R, A).
Therefore, we will assume, for simplicity, that all manifolds are connected unless otherwise stated.
J. Barrett proved in [1] that the existence of a spin structure for any oriented 3-manifold
M implies that for any knot K in M we can de"ne its framing, Spin(K)3Z
2
, in such a way that the
following theorem holds
Theorem 2.2 (Barrett [1]). For any ring R there exists an isomorphism of R-modules / :S
2,=
(M;R, A)PS
2,=
(M;R, !A), such that /([‚])"(!1)+Spin (K)[‚], where the sum is over all connec-
ted components of ‚.
The following fact, which is an easy generalization of results of [24], shows that skein modules
S
2,=
(M; R, A) are particularly interesting for A"1 and A"!1.
Fact 2.3. ‚et M be any oriented manifold and let R be a ring.
1. If ‚
1
and ‚
2
are two homotopic framed links or, equivalently, if ‚
2
can be obtained from ‚
1
by an
ambient isotopy and a sequence of crossing changes, then [‚
1
]"[‚
2
] in S
2,=
(M; R, A) for
A"1 or A"!1.
2. [‚]3S
2,=
(M; R, A), for A"!1, does not depend on the framing of ‚.
3. If A"1 or A"!1 then there is a multiplication operation on S
2,=
(M; R, A) uniquely
determined by the following condition: For any two links ‚
1
, ‚
2
in M and any disjoint sum of
them, ‚
1
X‚
2
, [‚
1
] ) [‚
2
]"[‚
1
X‚
2
] inS
2,=
(M; R, !1). „his multiplication is commutative,
associative and has an identity [0].
We use Barrett’s result to prove the following proposition.
Proposition 2.4. „he isomorphism of modules, /, introduced in „heorem 2.2, is an isomorphism of
R-algebras / :S
2,=
(M; R, !1)PS
2,=
(M; R, 1).
Proof. Suppose that links ‚, ‚@ have connected components K
1
, K
2
,2, Kn, and K @1, K @2,2, K @m,
respectively. Then
/([‚][‚@])"/([‚X‚@])"(!1)+ni/1 Spin(Ki )#+mi/1Spin(K@i) [‚X‚@]
"(!1)+ni/1 Spin(Ki) [‚] ) (!1)+ni/1 Spin(Ki) [‚@]"/([‚])/([‚@]).
Therefore / is a ring homomorphism and, by Theorem 2.2, it is an isomorphism of R-algebras. K
Although the algebras S
2,=
(M; R,!1) and S
2,=
(M; R, 1) are isomorphic, the skein algebra
S
2,=
(M; R,!1) is much easier to understand (for example Fact 2.3(2) is not true for A"1).
Therefore, whenever we focus our attention on skein algebras we will prefer the choice A"!1
rather than A"1. We believe that understanding the properties of skein algebrasS
2,=
(M; R,!1)
is the "rst step towards a better understanding of skein modules S
2,=
(M; R, A), with a generic
A3R.
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We have proved in [24] that the skein module S
2,=
(M; R,!1) depends only on the funda-
mental group of the manifold M. This motivated us to generalize the notion of skein modules of
manifolds to the notion of skein algebras of groups.
De5nition 2.5. Let us consider a group G and a ring R. Let TRG be the tensor algebra over the
module RG. Let I be an ideal of TRG generated by e!2 and expressions g ? h!h ? g,
g? h!gh!gh~1, for any g, h3G. We de"ne the skein algebra of G as S (G; R)"TRG/I.
Obviously ? is the multiplication in S (G; R) and usually [gh]O[g]? [h] in S(G; R). The
algebra S (G; R) was denoted by S~(G; R) in [24].
Very recently, we have learned of work of Saito [28, 29]. He assigns for each group G (and
for a given ring R) a universal character ring of G. This ring is isomorphic to our skein algebra
S(G; R).
We list below a few elementary properties ofS(G; R) which will be needed in the further part of
the paper (see [24] for a proof ).
Fact 2.6. (1) For any g3G [g]"[g~1] in S(G; R).
(2) For any g, h3G [g]"[hgh~1] and [gh]"[hg] in S(G; R).
(3) Any homomorphism of groups f : G
1
PG
2
yields a homomorphism of R-algebras
f
*
:S(G
1
; R)PS(G
2
; R) such that f
*
([g])"[ f (g)] for any g3G. Moreover, epimorphisms of groups
yield epimorphisms of algebras.
(4) (;niversal Coe.cient Property). ‚et r :RPR@ be a homomorphism of rings.=e can think of R@
as an R-module. „hen the identity map on G induces an isomorphism of R@-algebras:
rN :S(G; R@)PS(G; R)?
R
R@.
In particular, S(G; R)KS(G; Z) ?Z R.
We will also use another version of the Universal Coe$cient Property concerning
skein modulesS
2,=
(M; R, A). The proof of it is analogous to our proof of Fact 2.6(4) given in [24]
(cf. [23]).
Fact 2.7. ‚et r : RPR@ be a homomorphism of rings, AB13R, A@"r (A). „hen for any 3-manifold
M there exists an isomorphism of R@-modules
r :S
2,=
(M; R@, A@)PS
2,=
(M; R, A) ?R R@
such that rN ([‚])"[‚] for any framed link ‚ in M.
We have proved the following theorem in [24] (see Lemmas 1.3 and 1.5).
Theorem 2.8. For any 3-manifold M and any ring R there exists an isomorphism
mK :S
2,=
(M; R, !1)PS(n
1
(M); R),
such that for any knot K in M mK ([K])"![c], where c is an element of the fundamental group of
M represented by K.
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1 The assumption that 2 is not a zero devisor is essential. For example, S (Z
2
; Z
2
)KZ
2
[x]/(x2) and „HZ
¨
(Z
2
)KZ
2
.
3. Group representations into Sl2(R )
In this section we are going to prove that under some general conditions the skein algebra of
a group G is isomorphic to the algebra „H
R
(G) de"ned and investigated in the book by Brum"el
and Hilden [3].
Let G be any group and R be a ring. Let I be an ideal in the group ring RG generated by the
expressions g (h#h~1)!(h#h~1) g for g, h3G. We de"ne (after Brum"el and Hilden) an
R-algebra H
R
(G) to be RG/I.
There exists an involution on RG carrying g to g~1 for any g3G. Since this involution sends I to
I, it yields an involution n : H
R
(G)PH
R
(G) such that n ([g])"[g~1].
Let us consider the ring M
2
(R) of 2]2 matrices (with coe$cients in R) and an involution
n : M
2
(R)PM
2
(R) de"ned by
nA
a b
c dB"A
d !b
!c aB.
The following fact, observed by Brum"el and Hilden [3, Proposition 1.3] gives a good motiva-
tion for studying the algebras H
R
(G).
Fact 3.1. Any homomorphism h : GPSl
2
(R) extends to a homomorphism of R-algebras
h) : H
R
(G)PM
2
(R) preserving involutions (i.e. n 3 h)"h) 3 n). Any involution preserving homomorphism
h) : H
R
(G)PM
2
(R) can be obtained in this way.
Let „H
R
(G) be the subalgebra of H
R
(G) generated by elements of the form [g]#[g~1], g3G.
One can easily notice (see [3]) that „H
R
(G) is a commutative algebra and „H
R
(G) is isomorphic, as
an R-module, to R#Span
R
M[g]#[g~1] : g3GNLH
R
(G).
The following theorem shows that the skein algebra of a group G is strongly related
to „H
R
(G).
Theorem 3.2. „here exists an epimorphism of R-algebras, t :S(G; R)P„H
R
(G), given by
t([g])"[g]#[g~1], for any g3G. Moreover, if 2 is not a zero divisor in S(G; R), then t is an
isomorphism.1
Proof. Let t
0
: RGP„H
R
(G) be a homomorphism of R-modules given by t
0
(g)"[g]#[g~1]
(t
0
is well de"ned because RG is a free R-module). We can uniquely extend t
0
to a homomorphism
of R-algebras t
1
de"ned on the tensor algebra of RG, t
1
:„RGP„H
R
(G). Since „H
R
(G) is
commutative, t
1
(a ? b!b? a)"0. Moreover,
t
1
(e!2)"[e]#[e~1]!2"0
t
1
(a? b!ab!ab~1)"t
1
(a)t
1
(b)!t
1
(ab)!t
1
(ab~1)
"([a]#[a~1])([b]#[b~1])!([ab]#[b~1a~1])!([ab~1]#[ba~1])
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"[a~1]([b]#[b~1])!([b]#[b~1]) [a~1]
"0.
Therefore t
1
yields a homomorphism t :S(G; R)P„H
R
(G) such that t([g])"[g]#[g~1]. Since
„H
R
(G) is generated by the elements [g]#[g~1], for g3G, t is an epimorphism.
We are going to prove that if 2 is not a zero divisor inS(G; R), then t is also a monomorphism.
Before we start a proof of this fact we will introduce two lemmas.
Lemma 3.3. For any group G and any ring R the skein R-module S(G; R) is generated by elements
[g], for g3G.
Proof. By de"nition, S(G; R) is generated as an R-module by elements [g
1
] ? [g
2
] ?2? [g
n
],
where g
1
, g
2
,2, gn3G. Moreover, [g]? [h]"[gh]#[gh~1]. Therefore any product [g1]? [g2]
?2? [g
n
] can be written as a linear combination of elements [g
1 )
gB1
2 )2 ) gB1n ]. K
Recall that I¢RG was an ideal generated by expressions g(h#h~1)!(h#h~1)g, for g, h3G.
We will need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4. I is, as an R-module, generated by expressions kg(h#h~1)!k(h#h~1)g, for
k, g, h3G.
Proof. By de"nition, I is spanned by the elements
k (g(h#h~1)!(h#h~1)g)l,
for k, g, h, l3G. But
k (g(h#h~1)!(h#h~1)g)l"k[(g(h#h~1) l!gl(h#h~1)#gl(h#h~1)!(h#h~1)gl]
"kg((h#h~1)l!l (h#h~1))#k (gl (h#h~1)
!(h#h~1)gl ). K
Let /
0
:RGPS(G; R) be a homomorphism of R-modules such that /
0
(g)"[g]3S(G; R), for
any g3G. Then, by Fact 2.6(2),
/
0
(kg(h#h~1)!k(h#h~1)g)"[kgh]#[kgh~1]![khg]![kh~1g]
"[kgh]#[kgh~1]![gkh]![gkh~1]
"[kg]? [h]![gk]? [h]"0
for any k, g, h3G. Since I is spanned by elements kg(h#h~1)!k(h#h~1)g, we have /
0
(I)"0.
Therefore, /
0
yields a homomorphism of R-modules
/ :H
R
(G)"RG/IPS(G; R).
Notice that / 3t([g])"/([g]#[g~1])"[g]#[g~1]"2[g]3S(G; R). By Lemma 3.3 elements
[g], g3G, generate S(G; R). Therefore
/ 3t"2 ) id :S(G; R)PS(G; R).
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Hence if 2 is not a zero divisor in S(G; R) then t is a monomorphism. K
Theorem 3.2 implies the following corollary.
Corollary 3.5. If one of the following conditions holds
(1) 1
2
3R; or
(2) S(G; R) is a free R-module and 2 is not a zero divisor in R
then t: S(G; R)P„H
R
(G) is an isomorphism.
Condition (2) of the above corollary motivated us to consider the following question: Under
what conditions on R and G the skein algebra S (G, R) is a free R-module? There are only few classes
of groups, G, for which we are able to prove that S(G; R) is free. Our proofs are based on
topological methods.
Theorem 3.6. If one of the following holds:
(1) G is an abelian group;
(2) G is a free group;
(3) G is the fundamental group of surface;
(4) G is the knot group of a (2, 2k#1)-torus knot, k*0;
then the skein algebra S (G;R) is a free R-module for any ring R.
Proof. (1) We have proved in [24, Lemma 2.2, Theorem 2.3] that if G is abelian then S (G;Z) is
a free Z-module. Moreover, Fact 2.6(4) implies that S(G;R)"S(G;Z)?R. ThereforeS (G;R) is
a free R-module.
(3) We will see in Section 4 (Fact 4.1) that the Kau!man bracket skein module of F]I, where
F is any surface, I"[0, 1], is free for any ring of coe$cients R and any A$13R. Therefore
S(n
1
(F); R)KS
2,=
(F]I; R, !1) is also free.
(2) It is a special case of (3).
(4) Let M be the complement of a (2, 2k#1)-torus knot in S3. D. Bullock proved in [4]
that S
2,=
(M;Z[A$1], A) is a free Z[A$1]-module. Let us consider any ring R as a Z[A$1]-
algebra determined by a homomorphism f : Z[A$1]PR, f (1)"1, f (A)"!1. By Fact 2.7
and Theorem 2.8, S (n
1
(M);R)KS
2,=
(M;R,!1)KS
2,=
(M;Z[A$1], A)?Z*A
$1+
R is a free
R-module. K
Theorem 3.2, 3.6 and Corollary 3.5 imply the following result.
Corollary 3.7. If G is abelian or if G is a free group or a fundamental group of a surface or the group of
a (2, 2k#1)-torus knot then „H
R
(G) is a free R-module for any ring R.
If G is a free group than one can give an alternative prove that „H (G) is a free R-module by
using Proposition 9.1 [3]. For the case G"F
3
, F
4
see also comments on page 9 and Proposition
6.6(iii) [3].
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It is worth mentioning that the skein modules S
2,=
(M;R,A) have much more complicated
structure than the modulesS(n
1
(M);R). For example, if M"S1]S1]S1, then Theorems 2.8 and
3.6 imply that S
2,=
(M;R,!1)KS (n
1
(M);R)"S(Z3;R) is a free R-module. We can prove,
however, that the moduleS
2,=
(M;Z[A$1], A) has a big torsion part and, in particular, is not free.
Another interesting example was considered by J. Hoste and the "rst author in [20]. They
proved that if M is a classical Whitehead manifold then the skein moduleS
2,=
(M;Z[A$1], A) is
a torsion free and in"nitely generated. On the other hand, Theorem 2.8 and the de"nition of skein
algebra imply that S
2,=
(M;R,!1)KS(MeN;R)KR for any ring R.
4. On skein algebras of surfaces
Let F be an oriented surface and I be the closed interval [0, 1]. In this section we are
investigating skein modules S
2,=
(F]I; R, A). They admit a natural operation of multiplication
which can be de"ned in the following way.
For any two framed links ‚
1
, ‚
2
in F]I, we de"ne ‚
1
)‚
2
to be a union of ‚
1
and ‚
2
, where
‚
1
is isotopically pushed into F](1/2, 1) and ‚
2
is isotopically pushed into F](0, 1/2). This
multiplication is well de"ned on the set of ambient isotopy classes of links in F]I because if links
‚
i
and ‚@
i
are ambient isotopic in F]I, for i"1, 2, then ‚
1
)‚
2
is ambient isotopic to ‚@
1
)‚@
2
. To
show this, note that if links ‚ and ‚@ are ambient isotopic in F]I then we can choose an ambient
isotopy between them which "xes the boundary of F]I. Therefore, we can obtain an ambient
isotopy between ‚
1
)‚
2
and ‚@
1
)‚@
2
by composing an ambient isotopy between ‚
1
and ‚@
1
in
F][1/2, 1], which "xes L (F][1/2, 1]), with an ambient isotopy between ‚
2
and ‚@
2
in F][0, 1/2],
which "xes L (F][0, 1/2]).
Having de"ned a product on the set of all ambient isotopy classes of framed, unoriented links in
F]I, L
fr
(F]I ), we can linearly extend it to a multiplication in the module RL
fr
(F]I ) and,
"nally, obtain a multiplication in S
2,=
(F]I; R, A). The element [0]"1 is the identity in
S
2,=
(F]I; R, A). If A"!1 then the multiplication de"ned above coincides with the multiplica-
tion considered in Sections 2 and 3.
Notice that the multiplication inS
2,=
(F]I; R,A) is uniquely determined by the surface F but it is
not necessarily unique to the manifold F]I. To illustrate this phenomenon, let us consider a disc
with two holes, F
0
, and a punctured torus, F
1
. Using Fact 4.1, one can easily prove that
S
2,=
(F
1
]I; R,A) is a non-commutative algebra. On the other hand, S
2,=
(F
0
]I; R,A) is com-
mutative by Corollary 4.4. Hence, the algebrasS
2,=
(F
1
]I; R,A) andS
2,=
(F
0
]I; R,A) are clearly
not isomorphic even though there is a homeomorphism of topological spaces F
0
]IKF
1
]I.
In the "rst part of this section we prove a few basic properties of skein algebras of surfaces. We
show that S
2,=
(F]I; R,A) can be considered as an algebra over a ring of polynomials in many
variables. We also describeS
2,=
(F]I; R,A) for F being a d-punctured sphere, where d"0, 1, 2, 3.
Moreover, we announce two more sophisticated results on skein algebras S
2,=
(F]I; R,A). We
claim that if R has no zero divisors then the algebra S
2,=
(F]I; R,A) has no zero divisors either.
Moreover, S
2,=
(F]I; R, A) considered as an algebra over a ring of polynomials is a central
algebra. These two results require relatively long proofs based on Dehn’s theorem classifying
curves on surfaces. For that reason we decided to publish proofs of these results in a separate
paper, [25].
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In this section we assume that F is an oriented, compact, connected 2-manifold. We identify
F with F]M1/2NLF]I. Let ‚ (F ) be the set of all unoriented links in F without (homotopically)
trivial components. We assume, as usual, that 03‚ (F ). Notice that any links ‚ (F ) has a natural
framing, i.e. the framing parallel to F. Therefore we can consider elements of ‚(F ) as framed links in
F]I. Let B (F ) be a set containing exactly one link from each class of ambient isotopic links in
‚(F). We start with the following basic result (see [19, 23]).
Fact 4.1. For any surface F, any ring R, and any element A$13R the skein moduleS
2,=
(F]I; R, A)
is a free R-module with a basis M[‚]N
L|B (F )
.
For any surface FK/ S1]I we de"ne d(F ) to be the number of boundary components of F. For
F"S1]I we set d (F )"1.
Lemma 4.2. ‚et FK/ S1]I be surface with d boundary components denoted by L
1
F, L
2
F ,2 , LdF.‚et N
i
, for i3 M1, 2,2 , dN, be a regular neighborhood of LiF. =e assume that N1N2 ,2 ,Nd are
disjoint. ‚et K
i
be a knot in N
i
(F )LF parallel to L
i
F. For FKS1]I set d"1, N
1
"F and de,ne
K
1
to be a knot in F parallel to LF. „hen
1. „here is a natural isomorphism of R-algebras
f : R[L
1
, L
2
,2 , Ld]PS2,= (N1]IXN2]IX2XNd]I; R,A)
such that f (L
i
)"[K
i
].
2. „he embedding i :N
1
]IXN
2
]IX2XN
d
]IPF]I induces a monomorphism i
*
:
R[L
1
, L
2
,2 , Ld]PS2,= (F]I; R,A).
Proof. 1. Notice that there is an isomorphism between S
2,=
(N
1
]IXN
2
]IX2XN
d
]I; R, A)
and S
2,=
(N
1
]I; R,A)?S
2,=
(N
2
]I; R,A) ?2?S
2,=
(N
d
]I; R,A) matching elements of the
form
[‚
1
X‚
2
X2X‚
d
]3S
2,=
(N
1
]IXN
2
]IX2XN
d
]I;R,A)
where ‚
i
is a link N
i
, i3M1, 2,2 , dN, with elements
[‚
1
]? [‚
2
] ?2? [‚
d
]3S
2,=
(N
1
]I; R,A)?2?S
2,=
(N
d
]I; R,A).
Since N
i
KS1]I, we can assume that B (N
i
)"MK
i
, K2
i
, K3
i
,2N, where Kni denotes a link in
N
i
composed of n parallel copies of K
i
. By Fact 4.1 there is an isomorphism of R-modules
f
i
:R[L
i
]PS
2,=
(N
i
]I) such that f
i
(Ln
i
)"[Kn
i
]. One can easily see that f
i
is also an isomorphism
of R-algebras. Therefore
f"f
1
? f
2
?2? f
n
: R[L
1
, L
2
,2 , Ld]"R[L1]?R[L2] ?2?R[Ld]
PS
2,=
(N
1
]I; R,A) ?S
2,=
(N
2
]I; R,A)?2?S
2,=
(N
d
]I; R,A)
KS
2,=
(N
1
]IXN
2
]IX2XN
d
]I;R,A)
is an isomorphism.
2. We have de"ned K
1
,2 , Kd in such a way that any two links Kn11 XKn22 X2XKndd and
Kn@1
1
XKn@2
2
X2XKn@d
d
are ambient isotopic in F]I if and only if (n
1
, n
2
,2 , nd)"(n@1 , n@2 ,2 , n@d).
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Therefore we can assume that all links of the form Kn1
1
XKn2
2
X2XKnd
d
, for any
n
1
, n
2
,2 , nd3M0, 1, 2,2N belong to the set B (F). Let us consider a basis of R[L1 , L2 ,2 , Ld]
composed of all monomials. Notice that i
*
(Ln1
1
Ln2
2
Lnd
d
)"[Kn1
1
XKn2
2
X2XKnd
d
]
3S
2,=
(F]I; R,A). Therefore i
*
carries di!erent elements of the basis of R[L
1
, L
2
,2 , Ld] to
di!erent elements of the basis B(F ) of the module S
2,=
(F]I; R,A). Hence, i
*
is a monomor-
phism. K
LetB@(F ) be a set of all links inB(F) without components parallel to the boundary of F. Notice
that 03B@ (F). Fact 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 imply the following corollary.
Corollary 4.3. S
2,=
(F]I; R,A) considered as an R[L
1
, L
2
,2 , Ld(F)]-algebra has a basis
M[‚]N
L|B{(F)
.
The next corollary describes the skein algebra S
2,=
(F]I; R,A) for a few important surfaces F
(cf. [10]).
Corollary 4.4. ‚et F be a sphere or a disc or an annulus or a disc with two holes. „hen
i
*
: R[L
1
,2 , Ld(F)]PS2,= (F]I; R,A) is an isomorphism of R-algebras.
Proof. Notice that B@ (F)"M0N for surfaces F listed in Corollary 4.4. Therefore the statement of
Corollary 4.4 is implied by Corollary 4.3. K
If we combine Corollary 4.4 with Theorem 2.8 we will get the following result.
Corollary 4.5. „he following homomorphisms
1. f
1
: R[L
1
]PS(Z;R), f
1
(L
1
)"[1],
2. f
2
: R[L
1
, L
2
, L
3
]PS (F
2
; R), f
2
(L
1
)"[a], f
2
(L
2
)"[ab], f
2
(L
3
)"[b],
are isomorphisms of R-algebras.
Proofs of the following two crucial results about skein algebras of surfaces will appear in our
paper [25].
Theorem 4.6. ‚et A3R be an invertible element which is not a root of unity in R. „hen
S
2,=
(F]I; R, A) is a central R[L
1
,2 , Ld(F)]-algebra, i.e. i* (R[L1 ,2 , Ld(F)]) is the center of the
algebra S
2,=
(F]I; R,A).
Theorem 4.7. ‚et R be a ring without zero divisors. Suppose that
1. F is an orientable surface, M"F]I, and A$13R; or
2. F is an unorientable surface of an even, negative Euler characteristic, M is a twisted I bundle over
F, and A"$1.
„hen the skein algebra S
2,=
(F]I; R, A ) has no zero divisors.
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2 Skein related links were introduced in De"nition 2.1.
The above theorem is not true for a Klein bottle, KB. One can check that if 1
2
3R then
S
2,=
(KB]I; R,!1)KS(Sa, b Daba~1bT, R)KR[x, y]/(x (y2!4)) has zero divisors.
We will observe in Section 7 that Theorem 4.7 has important applications to the theory of
Sl
2
(C)-character varieties.
5. Relative skein algebras
In this section we will de"ne relative skein modules of 3-manifolds. The relative skein module of
F]I, where F is an oriented surface, admits an algebra structure and therefore it is called a relative
skein algebra of F. We will prove that the Brum"el and Hilden algebra H(G), for G"n
1
(F), is
isomorphic to a relative skein algebra of F.
Let M be an oriented 3-manifold with a boundary and let c
0
, c
1
: [0, 1]PLM be two "xed simple
arcs in the boundary of M. By a special framed arc in M we mean an embedding n : [0, 1]]IPM
such that n (s, 0)"c
0
(s)3LM, n (s, 1)"c
1
(s)3LM, for any s3[0, 1]. We also assume that n(s, t) lies
in the interior of M for t3 (0, 1). We can consider a special framed arc as a ribbon inside of M whose
ends lie exactly on c
0
([0, 1]) and c
1
([0, 1]).
We de"ne a relative framed link in M to be a disjoint union of a special framed arc with a framed
unoriented link lying in the interior of M. Since we consider 0 as a link, any special framed arc in
M is also a relative framed link. We say that two relative framed links ‚ and ‚@ are ambient isotopic
if there is an ambient isotropy of M which carries ‚ to ‚@ and is "xed on LM.
LetL3%-
&3
(M ) denote the set of all ambient isotopy classes of relative framed links in M. We de"ne
a relative skein module of M in the same way as it was done in De"nition 2.1 but we replace
L
&3
(M) by L3%-
&3
(M).
De5nition 5.1. Let M be a 3-manifold and let R be any ring with a speci"ed invertible element A.
Let S3%-
2,=
be the submodule of RL3%-
&3
(M) generated by
1. skein expressions ‚
‘
!A‚
0
!A~1‚
=
where ‚
‘
, ‚
0
, ‚
=
are any skein related framed
relative links in M.2
2. ‚XL#(A2#A~2) )‚ for any relative framed link ‚ in M.
We de"ne the relative Kau!man bracket skein module of M as the quotient
S3%-
2,=
(M; R, A )"RL3%-
&3
(M)/S3%-
2,=
.
The de"nition of a relative framed link in M, as well as the de"nition of a relative skein module of
M, depends on a particular choice of simple arcs c
0
, c
1
: [0, 1]PLM. One can easily see, however,
that di!erent choices of arcs c
0
, c
1
give isomorphic relative skein modules.
In this section we will be interested in the case when M"F]I, for a surface F. We will notice
that there is a natural product onS3%-
2,=
(F]I ; R, A ) similar to that onS
2,=
(F]I ; R, A ). However,
the relative skein modules of cylinders over surfaces, S 3%-
2,=
(F]I ; R, A), are usually more compli-
cated than the classical skein modules, S
2,=
(F]I ; R, A ). We are able to describe them only for
surfaces with boundaries. Our description is analogous to that given in Fact 4.1.
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As before we identify F with F]M1/2NLF]I. Let us assume that c
0
, c
1
: [0, 1]PLFLL(F]I )
are two disjoint arcs lying in the same component of LF. Let p
0
"c
0
(1/2), p
1
"c
1
(1/2). By a relative
(unframed) link in F we will mean a disjoint union ‚"‚
0
XK, where ‚
0
is a link in the interior of
F and K : [0, 1]PF is an arc, K (0)"p
0
, K (1)"p
1
, and K(t) lies in the interior of F, for t3(0, 1).
We denote the set of all relative links in F without (homotopically) trivial components by ‚3%-(F ).
We assume that 03‚3%-(F). Let B3%-(F ) be a set containing exactly one link from each class of
ambient isotopic relative links in ‚3%-(F).
Notice that a regular neighborhood in F of any relative link ‚"‚
0
XK3‚3%-(F) is a framed
relative link in F]I. Therefore, one can identify elements of B3%-(F) with framed relative links in
S3%-
2,=
(F]I ; R, A ).
Theorem 5.2. ‚et F be a surface with a boundary. „hen S3%-
2,=
(F]I ; R, A) is a free R-module with
a basis M[‚]N
L|B3%- (F)
.
Sketch of Proof. Let ‚ be a relative framed link in F]I. Then ‚ can be represented by a diagram
D in F. Notice that if we smooth each of the crossings of D in two possible ways, we will obtain
a collection of relative links in F. This implies that ‚ can be represented by a linear combination of
links + r
i
[‚
i
], where ‚
i
3B3%- (F), r
i
3R.
Two diagrams, D
1
, D
2
LF represent the same relative framed link ‚LF]I if one can be
transformed into the other by a sequence of Reidemeister moves. One can check that these moves
do not change the linear combination + r
i
[‚
i
] assigned to ‚. Therefore, there is a homomorphism
of R-modules
f
0
:RL3%-
&3
(F]I)PRB3%-(F),
such that f
0
(‚)"+ r
i
[‚
i
]. One can show that this homomorphism yields an isomorphism
f
1
:S 3%-
2,=
(F]I ; R, A )PRB3%- (F). K
Theorem 5.2 is not true for closed surfaces. Let F"S2 and let ‚ be any framed arc in F]I
whose ends lie on c([0, 1])]M0N and c ([0, 1])]M1N, for some curve c : [0, 1]PF. Then one can
show that [‚]O0 in S 3%-
2,=
(F]I ; R, A) but (A6!1)[‚]"0. Therefore S3%-
2,=
(S2]I ; R, A) is
not free.
In order to de"ne a multiplication operation on S3%-
2,=
(F]I ; R, A ) it is convenient to consider
arcs c
0
, c
1
de"ned as follows. Let c : [0, 1]PF be a simple arc in the interior of F and let
c
0
, c
1
3F]I be given by c
0
(t)"(c (t), 0), c
1
(t)"(c(t), 1), for any t3[0, 1]. Let
h
1
: F][0, 1]PF][1
2
, 1], h
2
: F][0, 1]PF][0, 1
2
] be maps given by h
1
(x, t)"(x, 1
2
#1
2
t),
h
2
(x, t)"(x, 1
2
t ) for x3F, t3[0, 1]. We de"ne the product of relative framed links ‚
1
, ‚
2
LF]I,
to be ‚
1
)‚
2
"h
1
(‚
1
)Xh
2
(‚
2
)LF][1
2
, 1]XF][0, 1
2
]"F][0, 1]. One can easily see that
h
1
(‚
1
)Xh
2
(‚
2
) is a relative framed link in F]I. Moreover, we can uniquely extend the above
multiplication to a multiplication operation on S3%-
2,=
(F]I ; R, A). This multiplication will be
associative but (in general) not commutative. The module S 3%-
2,=
(F]I ; R, A ) considered together
with this multiplication will be called the relative skein algebra of a surface F. Whenever we will
talk about the relative skein algebras of surfaces we will always assume that the arcs c
0
, c
1
are
de"ned as above. Notice that the any choice of c : [0, 1]PF gives the same (up to an isomorphism)
algebra structure on S 3%-
2,=
(F]I ; R, A).
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Fig. 2.
The next result shows that the relative skein algebra of F can be considered as a generalization
(or a deformation) of the algebra H
R
(G), G"n
1
(F), introduced in Section 3.
Theorem 5.3. ‚et F be any oriented surface and let R be a ring. „hen H
R
(n
1
(F)) is isomorphic as an
R-algebra to S 3%-
2,=
(F]I ; R,!1).
Proof. Let us "x a point p3F and assume that F"F]M1/2NLF]I, I"[0, 1]. Let G"n
1
(F, p).
We will de"ne a homomorphism f
0
: RGPS 3%-
2,=
(F]I ; R,!1) so that f
0
vanishes on
I"(h (g#g~1 )!(g#g~1)h )¢ RG, and thus factors through H
R
(G).
In the proof we will consider relative (unframed) links in F]I. A relative (unframed) link in F]I
is a disjoint union of a (possibly empty) unoriented link in F]I with an arc in F]I joining (p, 0)
with (p, 1). We denote the set of all ambient isotopy classes of relative links in F]I byL3%- (F]I).
Notice that [‚]3S 3%-
2,=
(F]I ; R,!1) does not depend on the framing of a relative link ‚.
Therefore we can de"ne S 3%-
2,=
(F]I ; R,!1) using unframed links, S3%-
2,=
(F]I ; R,!1)"
RL3%- (F]I)/S3%-, where S 3%- is a submodule of RL3%-(F]I) generated by expressions
1. ‚
‘
#‚
0
#‚
=
, for any skein related (unframed) relative links ‚
‘
, ‚
0
, ‚
=
in F]I.
2. ‚Xs#2 )‚, for any (unframed) relative link in ‚ in F]I.
Suppose that g3G"n
1
(F, p ) is the homotopy class of an oriented loop m : [0, 1]PF, m (0)"
m(1)"p. Then we de"ne an arc K
g
: [0, 1]PF]I, K
g
(t)"(m (t), 1!t ),t3[0, 1]. Notice that K
e
is
the trivial arc, K
e
: [0, 1]PF]I, K
e
(t)"(p, 1!t).
Let f
0
: RGPS 3%-
2,=
(F]I ; R,!1) be an R-module homomorphism such that f
0
(g)"
[K
g
]3S 3%-
2,=
(F]I ; R,!1). Notice that f
0
(g
1
g
2
)"[K
g1g2
]"[K
g1
][K
g2
]"f
0
(g
1
) f
0
(g
2
). There-
fore f
0
is a homomorphism of R-algebras.
Let ‚
‘
"K
e
XK, where K
e
is the trivial arc and K is a knot in F]I representing (with a given
orientation) the conjugacy class of some g3G. Homotopic relative framed links in F]I are
identi"ed in S 3%-
2,=
(F]I ; R,!1). Therefore we can place K as in Fig. 2. Then [‚
‘
]"![‚
0
]!
[‚
=
] in S 3%-
2,=
(F]I ; R,!1), where ‚
0
"K
g
, ‚
=
"K
g~1
are presented in Fig. 2.
Hence [‚
‘
]"!f
0
(g#g~1 ). Notice that [‚
‘
] commutes with any relative link in F][0, 1].
Therefore, f
0
(h(g#g~1))"f
0
((g#g~1 )h) for any g, h3G and f
0
vanishes on I"(h(g#g~1)!
(g#g~1 )h)¢RG. Hence f
0
induces a homomorphism f
1
: H
R
(G)PS 3%-
2,=
(F]I ; R,!1).
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3 The homomorphism m) was introduced in Theorem 2.8.
Lemma 5.4. f
1
is an epimorphism.
Proof. Notice that for any relative link ‚ in F]I, which is composed of an arc K
g
and knots
‚
1
, ‚
2
,2 ,‚n , ‚"KgX‚1X‚2X2X‚n , we have
[‚]"[K
g
][‚
1
XK
e
] ) [‚
2
XK
e
] )2 ) [‚
n
XK
e
]3S 3%-
2,=
(F]I ; R,!1).
Let ‚
i
with a given orientation correspond to the conjugacy class of some g
i
3G. Then, as we have
seen before, [‚
i
XK
e
]"!f
1
(g
i
#g~1
i
). Hence [‚
i
XK
e
]3Im f
1
. Since [K
g
]"f
1
(g) and f
1
is
a homomorphism of algebras, [‚]3Im f
1
. The elements [‚], where ‚ are relative links, generate
S3%-
2,=
(F]I ; R,!1). Therefore f
1
is an epimorphism. K
We are going to complete the proof of Theorem 5.3 by showing that f
1
is a monomorphism.
Let J ¢RG?
R
S (G; R ) be an ideal generated by elements g ? [h]!gh ? 1!gh~1? 1, for
any g, h3G. Let o
0
: RL3%-(F]I)P(RG?
R
S (G; R))/J be a homomorphism of R-modules de-
"ned in the following way:
If ‚ is a relative link in F]I of the form ‚"K
g
X‚@, where ‚@ is a link disjoint from an arc K
g
,
then o
0
(‚)"g ? mK ([‚@])#J.3
Lemma 5.5. ‚et ‚
‘
, ‚
0
, ‚
=
be any skein related links in F]I. „hen o
0
(‚
‘
#‚
0
#‚
=
)"0.
Proof. Let ‚
‘
"K
g
X‚@, where g3G and ‚@ is a link in F]I. We will call the crossing in ‚
‘
which
has to be smoothed in order to obtain ‚
0
or ‚
=
a speci,ed crossing in ‚
‘
. There are three
possibilities:
1. The speci"ed crossing in ‚
‘
is between two connected components of ‚@ or is a self-crossing of
a component of ‚@.
Then
‚
0
"K
g
X‚@
0
, ‚
=
"K
g
X‚@
=
and
o
0
(‚
‘
#‚
0
#‚
=
)"g ? m) ([‚@])#g? m) ([‚@
0
])#g ? m) ([‚@
=
])#J
"g ? m) ([‚@]#[‚@
0
]#[‚@
=
])#J.
Since ‚@, ‚@
0
, ‚@
=
are skein related, [‚@]#[‚@
0
]#[‚
=
]"0 inS
2,=
(F]I; R, !1). Therefore
o
0
(‚
‘
#‚
0
#‚
=
)"0.
2. The speci"ed crossing in ‚
‘
is a self-intersection of K
g
. Then ‚
0
"Kh
1
X‚@X‚A,
‚
=
"Kh
1
h~1
2
X‚@ have forms presented in Fig. 3, h
1
h
2
"g, and the knot ‚A corresponds (with
a given orientation) to the conjugacy class of h
2
3G. Therefore
o
0
(‚
‘
#‚
0
#‚
=
)"g ? m) ([‚@])#h
1
? m) ([‚@X‚A])#h
1
h~1
2
? m) ([‚@])#J
"(g? 1#h
1
? (![h
2
])#h
1
h~1
2
? 1#J) ’ (1 ? m) ([‚@])#J)
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Fig. 3.
Fig. 4.
"(g? 1!h
1
h
2
? 1!h
1
h~1
2
? 1#h
1
h~1
2
? 1#J)
’ (1 ? m) ([‚@=])#J)"0.
3. The speci"ed crossing in ‚
‘
is between K
g
and a connected component K of ‚@. Choose some
orientation of K. Then K corresponds to the conjugacy class of some h3n
1
(F, p)"G. Let
‚A"‚@CK. Then ‚
0
and ‚
=
have forms K
gh
X‚A and Kgh~1X‚A as shown in Fig. 4.
Therefore
o
0
(‚
‘
#‚
0
#‚
=
)"g ? m) ([K][‚A])#gh? m) ([‚A])#gh~1? m) ([‚A])#J
"(g? m) ([K])#gh? 1#gh~1? 1#J) ’ (1? m) ([‚A])#J)
"(g? (![h])#gh? 1#gh~1? 1#J)(1? m) ([‚A])#J)"0
in (RG?
R
S (G; R))/J. K
Observe that if ‚"K
g
X‚@, where ‚@ is a link F]I, then
o
0
(‚Xs#2‚)"o
0
(‚Xs)#2o
0
(‚)
"g? m) ([‚@Xs])#2g? m) ([‚@])#J
"g? m) (!2[‚@])#2g ? m) ([‚@])#J"0.
The above observation and Lemma 5.5 imply that o
0
(S3%-)"0, and hence, there is a homomor-
phism o
1
:S3%-
2,=
(F]I; R, !1)P(RG?
R
S (G; R))/J, such that o
1
([‚])"g ? m) ([‚@])#J for any
relative framed link ‚"K
g
X‚@.
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4 The homomorphism t was introduced in Theorem 3.2.
Lemma 5.6. „here is a homomorphism k : (RG?
R
S (G; R) )/JPH
R
(G), such that k (g? 1#J)"
[g]3H
R
(G), for any g3G.
Proof. Let k
0
:RG?S (G; R)PH
R
(G) be a homomorphism of R-modules k
0
(x? y)"[x] ’t(y),
for any x3RG, y3S (G; R).4
Let x
1
, x
2
3RG, y
1
, y
2
3S(G; R). Then k
0
((x
1
? y
1
) (x
2
? y
2
))"k
0
(x
1
x
2
) ? (y
1
y
2
))"[x
1
x
2
]
t(y
1
y
2
)"[x
1
][x
2
]t (y
1
)t(y
2
). Since t(y
1
)3„H
R
(G)LCenter H
R
(G), we have k
0
((x
1
? y
1
)
(x
2
? y
2
))"x
1
t(y
1
)x
2
t(y
2
)"k
0
(x
1
?y
1
)k
0
(x
2
? y
2
). Therefore k
0
is a homomorphism of R-alge-
bras. Moreover, k
0
(g? [h]!gh? 1!gh~1? 1)"[g]([h]#[h~1])![gh]![gh~1]"0 for
any g, h3G. Hence k
0
yields k : (RG?
R
S(G; R))/JPH
R
(G), such that k(g?1#J)"[g]. K
Notice that k 3o1 3 f1 : HR (G)PHR (G). Let g3G. Then k 3 o1 3 f1([g])" k 3 o1([Kg])"k(g ? 1#J)"[g]. Since M[g]N
g|G
generate H
R
(G), k 3o1 3 f1"idHR(G) . Therefore f1 is a monomorphism,
and the proof of Theorem 5.3 has been completed. K
Under some additional conditions we can strengthen the statement of Theorem 5.3 in the
following way.
Suppose that A$13R and there is an involution q
0
on R such that q
0
(A)"A~1. For example
f A"!1 and q
0
: RPR, q
0
"id; or
f R"R
0
[A$1] for some ring R
0
and q
0
: RPR, q0 DR
0
"idR
0
, q
0
(A)"A~1.
Then we can de"ne an involution q on S3%-
2,=
(F]I; R, A) in the following way.
Let q
1
: RL3%-
&3
(F]I)PRL3%-
&3
(F]I) be an additive function such that q
1
(r‚)"q
0
(r)h (‚), where
h : F]IPF]I is a homeomorphism h(x, t)"(h, 1!t), x3F, t3[0, 1]. Then one can easily check
that q
1
(S3%-
&3
)"S3%-
&3
. Therefore q
1
yields an additive function q :S3%-
2,=
(F]I; R, A)PS3%-
2,=
(F]I;
R, A). One can further check that the following fact holds.
Fact 5.7. q is an involution on S3%-
2,=
(F]I; R, A), i.e. q is an anti-isomorphism of S3%-
2,=
(F]I; R, A)
and q 3 q"id. Moreover, the following diagram commutes:
Recall that we de,ned an involution limits on the algebra H
R
(G) at the beginning of Section 3.
Theorem 5.8. ‚et R be a commutative ring with the trivial involution q
0
"id
R
. „hen for any
surface F there exists a preserving involutions isomorphism between H
R
(n
1
(F)) and S3%-
2,=
(F]I; R, !1).
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Proof. Notice that for any g3n
1
(F, p) f
1
(n([g]))"f
1
([g~1])"[Kg~1]"q ([Kg]). Therefore f1 is an
isomorphism of R-algebras which preserves involutions. K
We end this section with a theorem which can be considered as a generalization of Theorem 3.2.
Notice that if 1
2
3R then Theorem 3.2 (together with Theorems 5.3 and 2.8) implies that there exist
an injection S
2,=
(F]I; R, A)PS3%-
2,=
(F]I; R, A) for A"!1. This fact turns out to be true for
any A, and it has a simple topological interpretation.
In order to introduce it consider a surface F with a boundary and a disc DLF such that DWLF
is an arc in LF. Let c : [0, 1]PDLF be an arc and let K
0
be the trivial special framed arc in F]I
associated with c, that is, K
0
: [0, 1]]IPF]I, K(s, t)"(c(s), 1!t). Since any framed link ‚ in
F]I can be pushed inside (FCD)]I in a unique way (up to an ambient isotopy in (FCD)]I), there
is a well de"ned operation of making a disjoint union of ‚ with K
0
.
Theorem 5.9. ‚et F be a surface, LFO0, and let a disjoint union, ‚XK
0
LF]I, be de,ned
as above for any framed link ‚LF]I. „hen there exists a homomorphism of algebras g :S
2,=
(F]I;
R, A)PS3%-
2,=
(F]I; R, A) such that g([‚])"[‚XK
0
], for any framed link ‚ in F]I.
Moreover, if A2#A~2 is invertible in R then g :S
2,=
(F]I; R, A)PS3%-
2,=
(F]I; R, A) is a mono-
morphism.
Proof. Let g
0
: RL
&3
(F]I)PRL3%-
&3
(F]I) be a homomorphism of R-modules such that
g
0
(‚)"‚XK
0
for any link ‚ in F]I. Notice that this homomorphism induces a homomorphism
of skein modules g :S
2,=
(F]I; R, A)PS3%-
2,=
(F]I; R, A). Moreover, g is a homomorphism of
rings.
Suppose now that A2#A~2 is invertible in R. We will show that g is a monomorphism. Let
K
1
be a framed arc in D]ILF]I such that K
0
WK
1
"c ([0, 1])]M0NXc([0, 1])]M1N and
K
0
XK
1
, after pushing it inside the interior of D]I, is a trivial framed knot in F]I. Then for any
relative framed link ‚ in F]I, ‚XK
1
is a framed link which can be isotoped into the interior of
F]I. Moreover, we have a homomorphism of modules l :S3%-
2,=
(F]I; R, A)PS
2,=
(F]I; R, A)
such that l ([‚])"[‚XK
1
]. Notice that l 3 g :S2,=(F]I; R, A)PS2,=(F]I; R, A), l 3 g([‚])"
l([‚XK
0
])"[‚XK
0
XK
1
]"[‚Xs]"!(A2#A~2)[‚]. Therefore, if A2#A~2 is invertible in
R then g is a monomorphism. K
6. Estimating minimal numbers of generators of skein algebras: part 1
In this section we will "nd minimal numbers of generators of skein algebras of surfaces with
coe$cients in Z[A$1]. We will also calculate minimal numbers of generators of skein algebras of
abelian and non-abelian free groups.
We start with a fact proven in [8] and concerning algebrasS
2,=
(F]I; Z[A$1], A) discussed in
Section 4.
Let F
g,n
be a surface of genus g with n boundary components. If n*1 then we can present
F
g,n
a disc with 2g#n!1 handles numbered as shown in Fig. 5.
Let SLM1, 2,2, 2g#n!1N. The standard knot of type S in Fg,n , n*1, denoted by KS , is
a knot which satis"es the following conditions:
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Fig. 5. Surface F
g,n
Fig. 6.
1. If i3S then K
S
meets ith handle exactly once.
2. If i N S then K
S
does not meet ith handle.
3. if K
S
meets two overlapping handles (i.e. 2i#1, 2i#23S, for some i3M0, 1,2, g!1N ) then
it does it in a way shown in Fig. 6.
We assume that F
g,1
LF
g,0
and that the standard knots, K
S
, in F
g,1
are also the standard knots
in F
g,0
. Therefore each surface F has 23!/,H1(F) standards knots.
Theorem 6.1 (Bullock [8]). S
2,=
(F
g,n
]I; Z[A$1], A) is a Z[A$1]-algebra generated by 2N!1
elements [K
S
], N"rankH
1
(F), for all possible subsets SLM1, 2,2 , NN, SO0.
Using Bullock’s proof of Theorem 6.1, we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 6.2. ‚et M be a compact manifold of a Heegaard genus g. „hen there is a link ‚ in M of
N"2g!1 components, K
1
, K
2
,2 , KN , such that for any family of disjoint regular neighborhoods
K
i
L<
i
KS1]D2, i"1,2 , N, the embedding i :<1X<2X2X<NPM induces an epimorphism of
R-modules i
*
:S
2,=
(<
1
; R, A)?S
2,=
(<
2
; R, A)?2?S
2,=
(<
N
; R, A)PS
2,=
(M; R, A).
Proof. Let us consider any linear order, (, on the set of non-empty subsets of
M1, 2,2 , NN, where N"rank H1 (F). Bullock’s proof of Theorem 6.1 can be modi"ed to give
a stronger version of Theorem 6.1. Namely, S
2,=
(F
g,n
]I; Z[A$1], A) is a Z[A$1]-module
generated by monomials [K
S1
] ) [K
S2
] )2 )[KSk] such that S1)S2)2)Sk .
Suppose that M has a Heegaard splitting M"H
1
XH
2
of genus g. Then H
1
is homeomorphic to
F
0,g‘1
][0, 1]. Let ‚ be a link in H
1
KF
0,g‘1
][0, 1] composed of 2g!1 knots K
S
, where
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5 In fact, we prove the following more general fact. If R is a ring such that Z
2
can be an epimorphic image of R then
neither S(F
n
; R) nor S(Zn; R) can have fewer generators than 2n!1.
SLM1,2 , gN, SO0, in such a way that KS1 lies &&above’’ KS2 in H1KF0,g‘1]I, i! S1’S2 .
Notice that then the embedding j : <
1
X<
2
X2X<NPH1 induces an epimorphism of R-modules
j
*
: S
2,=
(<
1
; R, A) ?S
2,=
(<
2
; R, A)?2?S
2,=
(<
N
; R, A)PS
2,=
(H
1
; R, A).
Moreover, since every link in M can be pushed inside H
1
we have an epimorphism
S
2,=
(H
1
; Z[A$1], A)PS
2,=
(M]I; Z[A$1], A). The composition of this epimorphism with
j
*
gives the required epimorphism i
*
. K
Theorem 6.1 implies the following theorem:
Theorem 6.3. (1) ‚et F
n
denote a free group, F
n
"Sg
1
, g
2
,2, gnT. „hen for any ring R the skein
algebra S(F
n
; R) is generated by 2n!1 elements of the form [g
i1
g
i2
g
ik
], where
1)i
1
(i
2
(2(i
k
)n and k*1.
(2) For any ring R the skein algebraS(Zn; R) is generated by 2n!1 elements [(e
1
,2, en)], where
(e
1
,2, en)3Zn , e1 , e2 , ..., en3M0, 1N and eiO0 for at least one i.
(3) If R"Z then the numbers of generators given above are minimal, i.e. neither S (F
n
; Z) nor
S(Zn; Z) can have fewer generators than 2n!1.5
Proof. (1) We can consider R as a Z[A$1]-algebra determined by the homomorphism
f : Z[A$1]PR, f (1)"1, f (A)"!1. Theorem 6.1 and Fact 2.7 imply that the algebra
S
2,=
(F
0,n‘1
]I; R,!1) is generated by [K
S
], SLM1, 2,2 , nN, SO0. Let us "x an isomorphism
between F
n
"Sg
1
, g
2
,2 , gnT and n1 (F0,n‘1) in such a way that gi corresponds to the homo-
topy class of KMiN
. Then, by Theorem 2.8, S
2,=
(F
0,n‘1
]I; R,!1) is isomorphic to S(F
n
; R)
and the generators [K
S
], for S"Mi
1
, i
2
,2 , ikNLM1, 2,2, nN, of the skein algebra
S
2,=
(F
0,n‘1
]I; R, !1) correspond to elements (!1)k [g
i1
g
i2
g
ik
]3S (F
n
; R).
(2) Let f : F
n
"Sg
1
,2 , gnTPZn be an epimorphism given by f (gi)"(0, 0,2, 1,2, 0), where
the single 1 stands at the ith place. By Fact 2.6(3), f yields an epimorphism f
*
:S(F
n
; R)PS(Zn; R).
Notice that f
*
([g
i1
g
i2
g
ik
])"[(e
1
,2, en)], where e1 , e2 ,2 , en3M0, 1N and ej"1, for
j"1, 2,2, n, i! j is equal to one of the numbers i1 , i2 ,2 , ik. ThereforeS(Zn; R) is generated by all
elements of the form [(e
1
,2 , en)], where (e1 ,2 , en)3Zn , ei3M0, 1N and at least one ei is equal to 1.
(3) Let h : ZnPZn
2
be a natural projection sending (x
1
,2 , xn)3Zn to
(x
1
mod 2,2 , xn mod 2)3Zn2 . Let f : FnPZn be de"ned as in the previous paragraph. Since
h
*
:S (Zn; Z)PS(Zn
2
; Z) and h
* 3 f* :S(Fn; Z)PS (Zn2; Z) are epimorphisms, it is enough to show
that S(Zn
2
; Z) requires at least 2n!1 generators. Suppose that S(Zn
2
; Z) can be generated by
k elements. By Fact 2.6(4), S(Zn
2
; Z
2
)"S (Zn
2
; Z)?ZZ2 . Therefore S(Zn2; Z2) can also be gener-
ated by k elements. Let g, h3Zn
2
. Then gh"gh~1 and [g]? [h]"[gh]#[gh~1]"2[gh]"0 in
S(Zn
2
; Z
2
) (We use the multiplicative notation for the addition in Zn
2
.) Moreover, [e]"0 in
S(Zn
2
; Z
2
) (e is the identity in Zn
2
). Therefore S(Zn
2
; Z
2
) is isomorphic to the ring
R"Z
2
[x
g
; g3Zn
2
]/(x
e
, x
g
x
h
), where Z
2
[x
g
; g3Zn
2
] means the ring of polynomials in 2n variables
x
g
, g3Zn
2
. We will show that the ring R requires at least 2n!1 generators. Notice that for any
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x, y3R xy"0 or xy"1. Therefore R is a Z
2
-linear space of dimension 2n with a basis
Mx
g
N
g|Zn2CMeN
XM1N. If y
1
, y
2
,2 , yk generate R than 1, y1 , y2 ,2, yk span R as a linear space (because
y
i
y
j
"0 or y
i
y
j
"1). Therefore k*2n!1. h
Notice that Fact 2.6(3) implies the following corollary to Theorem 6.3.
Corollary 6.4. ‚et G be a group generated by g
1
, g
2
,2 , gn3G. „hen for any ring R the skein algebra
S(G; R) is generated by elements of the form [g
i1
g
i2
g
ik
], where 1)i
1
(i
2
(2(i
k
)n and
k*1.
Using Theorem 6.3 we can prove the following result.
Proposition 6.5. „he algebra S
2,=
(F
g,n
]I; Z[A$1], A) cannot be generated by fewer than 2N!1
elements, where N"rank H
1
(F).
Proof. By Fact 2.7
S
2,=
(F
g,n
]I; Z, !1)KS
2,=
(F
g,n
]I; Z[A$1], A)?Z*A$1+ Z,
where Z is considered as a Z[A$1]-algebra via homomorphism h : Z[A$1]P Z, h(A)"!1.
Let k be the minimal number of generators of S
2,=
(F
g,n
]I; Z[A$1], A). Then
S
2,=
(F
g,n
]I; Z,!1)KS(n
1
(F
g,n
); Z) can also be generated by k elements. Let f : n
1
(F
g,n
)PZN
be the abelianizing homomorphism. Then f
*
:S (n
1
(F
g,n
); Z)PS(ZN; Z) is onto and by
Theorem 6.3(3) k*2N!1. K
7. Characters of Sl
2
(C)-representations of groups
In this section we combine the results of previous sections with the results of [3] and apply them
to a study of connections between skein algebras and S‚
2
(C)-character varieties. We start with
a brief presentation of the approach to S‚
2
(C)-representations as discussed in [3].
For any "nitely generated group G one can assign a commutative universal representation
C-algebra, A[G], and a universal representation
o
G
: GPS‚
2
(A[G]),
with the following universal property:
For any C-algebra A and any representation o : GPS‚
2
(A) there is a unique homomorphism of
algebras ho : A[G]PA which induces a homomorphism of groups
S‚
2
(ho) : S‚2(A[G])PS‚2(A)
such that the following diagram commutes:
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This universal property uniquely determines A[G] up to an isomorphism. One can think of A[G]
as an (unreduced) coordinate ring of a scheme whose points, that is homomorphisms A[G]PC,
are in a natural bijection with S‚
2
(C)-representations of G. G‚
2
(C) acts on these representations by
conjugation. A standard argument from invariant theory states that there is a categorical quotient
of this action, A[G]GL2(C) , called a universal character ring of G. Its C-points represent semisimple
S‚
2
(C) -representations of G, or equivalently S‚
2
(C) - characters of G. A[G]GL2(C) is the most
important object in the study of S‚
2
-representations of G since it encodes all information necessary
for their understanding (or classi"cation). One of the most important results of [3], Proposition 9.1
(as well as A*, 9.11), gives a simple algebraic description of A[G]GL2(C) by showing that A[G]GL2(C)
is isomorphic to the algebra „HC(G) introduced in Section 3. The isomorphism carries
[g]#[g~1]3„HC (G)LHC (G), for g3G, to „r (oG (g) ). This result and Theorem 3.2 imply the
following theorem.
Theorem 7.1. „here is an isomorphism of C-algebras / :S (G; R)PA[G]GL2 (C) such that
/([g])"„r(o
G
(g)), for any g3G.
The above theorem implies in particular the following corollary.
Corollary 7.2. (1) ‚et G be any ,nitely Sl
2
generated group and s : GPC be an Sl
2
(C)-character of
G, that is, the trace of an Sl
2
(C)-representation of G. „hen there is a unique homomorphism of
C-algebras hs :S(G; C)PC such that hs([g])"s (g). If s and s@ are two di+erent Sl2 (C)-characters
then hsOhs{.
(2) Conversely, every homomorphism h :S(G; C)PC is induced by an Sl
2
(C)-character of G, i.e.
h"hs , for some s: GPC.
Remark. (1) Doug Bullock was the "rst to observe that the well-known equality (see e.g
[14, 17, 34])
s (a)s(b)"s (ab)#s(ab~1)
satis"ed for any S‚
2
(C)-character s and g, h3G is very similar to the skein relation
[‚
‘
]"A[‚
0
]#A~1[‚
=
] in S
2,=
(M; R, A) for A"!1.
As an immediate consequence of this observation he got Corollary 7.2(1); compare [6, 7, 24]. This
is the easier part of Corollary 7.2. He also proved independently from us Corollary 7.2(2), [5].
(2) The statement of Theorem 7.1 is much stronger than Corollary 7.2. For example A[G]GL2(C)
may have nilpotent elements, which obviously will be undetected by homomorphisms
A[G]GL2(C)PC. For more information on A[G]GL2(C) , and a discussion of possible nilpotent
elements in this ring see [3]. We will come back to the question of nilpotents later in this section.
(3) The second author proved (see [30]) that Corollary 7.2 is true not only for the "eld of
complex numbers but for all algebraically closed "elds of characteristic O2. Moreover, it can be
generalized to "elds which are not closed and to Dedekind domains.
(4) The connections between skein modules and character varieties can be generalized to other
algebraic groups. In particular, an analogous description of the universal S‚
n
(C) -character ring of
n
1
(M) in terms of links in M is given in [31].
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6 These representations were also studied in [27, 3].
Corollary 7.2 can be formulated in a di!erent way. Let X(G) denote the set of all S‚
2
(C)-
characters of G. For any g3G there is a function q
g
: X (G)PC given by q
g
(s)"s(g). It is known
that X(G) has a natural structure of an algebraic set determined by the requirement that each q
g
is
a regular function on X(G); see for example [2, 12]. The algebraic set X(G) is called the S‚
2
(C)-
character variety of G. Its coordinate ring, C[X(G)], is isomorphic to (A[G]GL2(C))/J0, and
therefore to S (G; C)/J0, where J0 denotes the radical of the ring, that is the ideal composed of
all nilpotent elements. The isomorphism between S (G; C)/J0 and C[X(G)] carries [g] to q
g
. In
this context it is natural to ask when S (G; C) has no nilpotent elements and therefore
S(G; C)KC[X(G)]. The next theorem gives a list of all classes of groups for which we know
a positive answer to this question.
Theorem 7.3. If one of the following conditions is satis,ed.
(1) G is ,nite.
(2) G is abelian.
(3) G is free non-abelian.
(4) G is the fundamental group of a surface satisfying conditions (1) or (2) of „heorem 4.7.
(5) G is the knot group of a 2-bridge knot;
then S(G; C) does not have nilpotent elements and, therefore, S(G; C)KC[X(G)].
Proof. (1) If G is "nite then by Maschke’s Theorem CG is a semisimple algebra. By Wedder-
burn}Artin theory (see e.g. [13, 21]), any homomorphic image of a semisimple, artinian algebra is
also semisimple and artinian. Therefore CG/I, where I is generated by g (h#h~1)!
(h#h~1)g, g, h3G, is semi simple and artinian. Hence, by Wedderburn}Artin Theorem there
exists an isomorphism / : CG/IPM
n1
(C)]2]Mnk (C), where Mni(C) is the algebra of ni]ni
matrices with complex coe$cients. Since „HC (G) is generated by the elements g#g~1#I3CG/I
and these elements are in the center of CG/I, /(„HC(G))LCenter(Mn1(C)]2]Mnk (C))"Ck.
Therefore /(„HC(>G)) has no nilpotent elements and, "nally, „HC(G) is nilpotent free, because / is
an isomorphism.
(2) It has been proved in [24] (Theorem 3.3).
(4) It follows immediately from Theorem 4.7.
(3) This is a special case of (4).
(5) The Burde’s and Zieschang’s book [11] is a good source of information about 2-bridge
knots. Our proof will base on results of Le [32] on Sl
2
(C)-representations of 2-bridge knots.6 Let
K be a 2-bridge knot. Then its group G"n
1
(S3CK) has a presentation G"Sa, b Dwa"bwT, where
w"ae1benae2ben~12aenbe1, ei"$1. Let F2"Sa, bT. By Fact 2.6(3) the natural epimorphism
n : F
2
PG yields an epimorphism n
*
:S(F
2
; C)PS(G ; C). Let t
1
"[a], t
2
"[ab], t
3
"[b],
t
1
, t
2
, t
3
3S(F
2
; C). Then by Corollary 4.5 S (F
2
; C)"C[t
1
, t
2
, t
3
]. Since [w], [bwa~1]3
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S(F
2
; C), [w]"P
w
(t
1
, t
2
, t
3
), [bwa~1]"P
bwa~1
(t
1
, t
2
, t
3
), where P
w
, P
bwa~1
are polynomials in
variables t
1
, t
2
, t
3
. Then
P
w
!P
bwa~1
3Kern
*
¢C[t1 , t2 , t3]. (1)
Moreover, a and b are conjugate in G. Therefore [a]"[b] in S (G ; C) and
t1!t33Ker n* . (2)
Since [a] and [ab] generate S (G ; C), a and ab distinguish all Sl2(C)-characters of G. Hence, by
identifying any s3X (G) with a pair (t1 , t2)3C2, where t1"s (a), t2"s(ab), we can consider X(G)
as a subset of C2. Thang Le has shown in [32] (Theorem 3.3.1) that X(G) is the zero set of
a polynomial equation P
w
(t
1
, t
2
, t
1
)!P
bwa~1
(t
1
, t
2
, t
1
)"0. Moreover, he has shown [see [32],
Proposition 3.4.1] that P
w
(t
1
, t
2
, t
1
)!P
bwa~1
(t
1
, t
2
, t
1
)"(t2
1
!t
2
!2)U (t
1
, t
2
), where U3C[t
1
, t
2
]
has no multiple divisors. He also proved [32, Lemma 3.3.6] that U(2, 2)O0. Since t2
1
!t
2
!2 for
t
1
"t
2
"2, t2
1
!t
2
!2 does not divide U(t
1
, t
2
). Moreover, t2
1
!t
2
!2 is an irreducible poly-
nomial. Therefore P
w
(t
1
, t
2
, t
1
)!P
bwa~1
(t
1
, t
2
, t
1
) has no quadratic divisors. This implies that
(P
w
(t
1
, t
2
, t
1
)!P
bwa~1
(t
1
, t
2
, t
1
) )¢C[t1 , t2] is a radical ideal and
C[X (G)]"C[t1 , t2]/(Pw (t1 , t2 , t1)!Pbwa~1 (t1 , t2 , t1)) . (3)
From the discussion preceding Theorem 7.3 follows that there is a homomorphism
/ :S (G ; C)PC[X(G)]"C[t1 , t2]/(Pw (t1 , t2 , t1)!Pbwa~1 (t1 , t2 , t1) )
such that /([a])"t1 , /([ab])"t2 . Therefore
/ 3n* : C[t1 , t2 , t3]PS(G ; C)PC[X(G)]"C[t1 , t2]/(Pw (t1 , t2 , t1)!Pbwa~1 (t1 , t2 , t1))
maps t1 , t3 on t1 and t2 on t2 . Hence,
Kern*L(t1!t3 , Pw (t1 , t2 , t1)!Pbwa~1 (t1 , t2 , t1))
"(t1!t3 , Pw (t1 , t2 , t3)!Pbwa~1 (t1 , t2 , t3))¢C[t1 , t2 , t3].
But we have observed in (1) and (2) that t1!t33Ker n* and Pw(t1 , t2 , t3)!Pbwa~1 (t1 , t2 , t3)3
Kern* . Therefore Kern*"(Pw(t1 , t2 , t1)!Pbwa~1(t1 , t2 , t1) ). Hence S(G ; C)KC[t1 , t2 , t3]/
Kern*KC[X (G)] has no nilpotent elements. K
Of course, Theorem 4.7 implies much more than the statement of Theorem 7.3(4).
Corollary 7.4. Suppose that F is either an orientable surface or F is an unorientable surface of an even,
negative Euler characteristic. „hen the Sl2(C)-character variety X(n1 (F)) is an irreducible a.ne
algebraic set.
Sl2(C)-character varieties of surfaces were investigated earlier by several authors. In particular,
W. Goldman constructed a Poisson bracket on coordinate rings of Sl2(C)-character varieties of
closed surfaces (see [15]). Bullock et al. showed that the skein algebraS2,=(F]I; C[A
$1], A) can
be considered as a quantization of C[X (n1 (F))] according to the Goldman}Poisson bracket [9].
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7 Notice that S
2,=
(M; C,!1)"S
2,=
(M; Z[A$1], A)?Z*A
$1+
C.
8 SO denotes the number of elements of S
Using our Theorem 7.1 one can reformulate some of the results of Culler and Shalen stated
in [12]. In particular, they proved that if M is a compact, oriented 3-manifold and an ir-
reducible component of the Sl
2
(C)-character variety of n
1
(M) has dimension greater or equal to
1 then M has an incompressible surface not parallel to the boundary of M. Bullock observed that
the result of Culler and Shalen combined with the statement of Theorem 7.1 implies the following
corollary.
Corollary 7.5. If the skein module, S
2,=
(M ; C,!1), of a compact, oriented 3-manifold M is in,nite
dimensional (as a C-linear space) then M has an incompressible surface which is not boundary-parallel.
The above corollary gives a topological condition on links in M (modulo skein relations) which
implies the existence of an incompressible surface in M. The only existing proof of Corollary 7.5 is
very complicated. It would be very desirable to "nd a new, simpler and purely topological proof of
this corollary.
Corollary 7.5 shows thatS
2,=
(M ; Z[A$1], A) carries a great amount of important information
about the manifold M.7
8. Estimating minimal numbers of generators of skein algebras, part 2
In this section we are going to prove theorems similar to theorems of Section 6, but concerning
the case in which A2#A~2 is invertible in rings of coe$cients of skein algebras. We use the
notation introduced in Section 6.
Theorem 8.1. ‚et A be an invertible element in a ring R such that (A2#A~2)~13R. „hen
S
2,=
(F
g,n
]I; R, A) is generated by N#(N
2
)#(N
3
) elements [K
S
], where N"rankH
1
(F
g,n
)
and SLM1,2, NN, SO0, S2 )3.8
Proof. Since any link in F
g,0
can be pushed into F
g,1
LF
g,0
, the embedding i :F
g,1
PF
g,0
induces
an epimorphism i
*
:S
2,=
(F
g,1
]I; R, A)PS
2,=
(F
g,0
]I; R, A). Hence, it is enough to prove
Theorem 8.1 only for surfaces F
g,n
, n*1.
Let us consider a homomorphism r : Z[A$1]PR, r(A)"A3R. By Fact 2.7 there is an
isomorphism
rN :S
2,=
(F
g,n
]I; R, A)PS
2,=
(F
g,n
]I; Z[A$1], A)?Z*A$1+R.
Therefore Theorem 6.1 implies that S
2,=
(F
g,n
]I; R, A) is generated by the elements [K
S
],
SLM1,2 , NN. Hence, it is enough to prove that the subalgebra PLS2,=(Fg,n]I; R, A) gener-
ated by [K
S
], S2 )3, contains all elements [K
S
], SLM1, 2,2 , NN, SO0.
Suppose that S
0
"Mi
1
, i
2
,2, ikNLM1, 2,2 , NN, i1(i2(2(ik , k*4, is a set of the smallest
cardinality such that [K
S0
] N P. Let us consider knots KMi1, i3N and KS0CMi1, i3N . Then, depending on S0 ,
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the minimal number of intersections between KMi1, i3N
and K
S0CMi1, i3N
is equal to 2, 3 or 4. Let us
consider each of these possibilities.
1. „he minimal number of intersections between KMi1, i3N and KS0CMi1, i3N is four. One can check by
straightforward, but long computations that
[KMi1, i3N
][K
S0CMi1, i3N
]"(A2#A~2)[K
S0
]#A4[KMi1, i2N][KS0CMi1, i2N]
#A~4[KMi2, i3N][KS0CMi2, i3N]#A2[KMi1, i2N][KMi3N][KS0CMi1, i2, i3N]
#A2[KMi1N][KMi2N][KS0CMi1, i2N]#A~2[KMi2N][KMi3N][KS0CMi2, i3N]
#A~2[KMi2, i3N][KMi1N] [KS0CMi1, i2, i3N]
#[KMi1N][KMi2N][KMi3N][KS0CMi1, i2, i3N]
#[KMi2N][KS0CMi2N]#[KMi3N][KS0CMi3N]
#[KMi1, i2, i3N][KS0CMi1, i2, i3N]#[KMi1N][KS0CMi1N].
The above calculations for the knot K
S0
placed in F
0,5
, S
0
"M1, 2, 3, 4N, are shown in Fig. 7.
Since all the terms in the above equation, except (A2#A~2)[K
S0
] involve only elements [K
S
],
for S2 (S2
0
, we get (A2#A~2)[K
S0
]3P. Therefore [K
S0
]3P, what contradicts our earlier
assumption.
2. „he minimal number of intersections between KMi1, i3N and KS0CMi1, i3N is three. Notice that then
KMi1, i3N
, K
S0CMi1, i3N
LF
g,n
, where g*1, n*3. We will assume, for simplicity, that g"1, n"3. The
proof for all other surfaces F
g,n
is identical. The assumptions g"1, n"3 imply that
S
0
"M1, 2, 3, 4N. The product of KMi1, i3N and KS0CMi1, i3N is shown in Fig. 8.
Notice that any knot of the form considered as an element of a skein module
is equal to A~1 !A~2 Therefore 3P. Similarly 3P.
Moreover 3P. Hence A #A 3P. But A #A "
A2 !A3 # !A~1 Therefore, (A3#A~1) 3P. Since A3#A~1
"A(A2#A~2) is invertible in R we get a contradiction.
3. „he minimal number of intersections between KMi1, i3N and KS0CMi1, i3N is two. Notice that then
g*2. In this part of the proof we will assume, for simplicity, that g"2 and n"1. (For
all di!erent surfaces the proof is identical). Then S
0
"M1, 2, 3, 4N and [K
S0
]" .
Observe that "A ) #A~1 Since 3P, we get
3P. Hence
(4)
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where e
1
"#1 or e
1
"!1 depending on the type of the crossing in
Moreover,
(5)
After combining equations (4) and (5) we get
(6)
Similarly, we have
(7)
Finally, we use the following equation:
(8)
Since the "rst three links in the above equation belong to P we see that #
3P. Therefore, after combining the above equation with equations (6) and (7) we get
(A~2e1~2e2#A~2e@1~2e@2) . 3P, where e
1
, e
2
, e@
1
, e@
2
3M#1,!1N. In particular, we get
(A4#1). 3P. But A4#1"(A2#A~2)A2 is invertible in R. Hence [K
S0
]"
3P.
This complete the proof of Theorem 8.1. K
Remark 8.2. One can observe that sometimes it is possible to reduce the number of generators of
S
2,=
(F
g,n
]I ;R, A) even if if A2#A~2 is not invertible in R. In particular, it is always possible
to do this if at least one element of the ideal (2, A2#A~2)¢R is invertible in R (i.e.
(2, A2#A~2)"R) and g*1, n*2.
Theorems 6.1 and 8.1 may be useful for estimating Heegaard genera of 3-manifolds. Notice that
if H1XH2"M ia s Heegaard splitting of M then the embedding i :H1PM induces an epimor-
phism of R-algebras S2,=(H1 ;R,!1)PS2,=(M ;R, A). Therefore Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 8.1
imply the following fact.
Proposition 8.3. ‚et g(M) be the Heegaard genus of a compact 3-manifold M. ‚et us denote the
minimal number of generators of any R-algebra A by rank(A). „hen
1. g(M)*log
2
(rank (S
2,=
(M ; R,!1))#1).
2. g(M)#(g(M)
2
)#(g(M)
3
)*rank (S
2,=
(M ; R,!1)) if 1
2
3R.
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Fig. 7.
Fig. 8.
The above inequalities are very closely related to the obvious inequality
g (M)*rank(n
1
(M)), (9)
where rank(G) denotes the minimal number of generators of G. However, the inequalities of
Proposition 8.3 have some advantages over (9). Notice that rank(S
2,=
(M ;C ,!1))*
rank(C[X(G)]), where G"n
1
(M). In practice, the minimal number of generators of C[X(G)] can
be estimated by using methods of computational algebraic geometry. For example, one can
calculate dimensions of tangent spaces of some irreducible components of X(G) at singular points.
The minimal number of generators of C[X(G)] (and hence, of S
2,=
(M ; R,!1)) cannot be lower
than any of these dimensions.
We will use this method in the latter part of this section.
Theorem 8.4. ‚et G be a group generated by g
1
, g
2
,2, gn3G and let R be a ring such that 1/23R.„hen
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(1) S(G ; R) can be generated by n#(n
2
)#(n
3
) elements of the form [g
i
], [g
j
g
k
], [g
s
g
t
g
v
], for
1)i)n, 1)j(k)n, 1)s(t(v)n.
(2) If G is abelian then S (G ; R) can be generated by n#(n
2
) elements [g
i
], [g
j
g
k
], 1)i)n,
1)j(k)n.
Proof. (1) Let n :F
n
"Sa
1
,2, anTPG be an epimorphism, n (ai)"gi , i"1, 2,2, n. By fact 2.6(3),
n induces an epimorphism n
*
:S(F
n
; R)PS (G ;R)n
*
([a
i
])"[g
i
]. Therefore, it is enough to show
that the elements [a
i
], [a
j
a
k
], [a
s
a
t
a
v
], for 1)i)n, 1)j(k)n, 1)s(t(v)n, generate
S(F
n
; R).
Since 1
2
3R, Theorem 8.1 implies that S
2,=
(F
0,n‘1
]I ; R,!1) is generated by elements
[KMiN], MKM j, kN], MKMs, t, vN]. By Theorem 2.8
m) :S
2,=
(F
0,n‘1
]I ; R,!1)PS (Sa
1
, a
2
,2, anT ; R)
is an isomorphism of algebras such that m) ([KMiN])"![ai]. Therefore, S (Fn ; R) is generated by
elements [a
i
], [a
j
a
k
], [a
s
s
t
s
v
], for 1)i)n, 1)j(k)n, 1)s(t(v)n.
(2) Let Zn be a free abelian group generated by g@
1
, g@
2
,2, g@n . Let n :ZnPG be an epimorphism,
n(g@
1
)"g
i
. As in the proof of (1) it is enough to show thatS (Zn ; R) can be generated by g@
i
, g@
j
g@
k
, for
1)i)n, 1)j(k)n.
Let us consider the group ring RZnKR[x$1
1
, x$1
2
,2, x$1n ]. Let R[x
$1
1
, x$1
2
,2,x$1n ]4:. de-
note a subring of R[x$1
1
, x$1
2
,2, x$1n ] consisting of constant elements under an involution
q :R[x$1
1
, x$1
n
,2,x$1n ]PR[x
$1
1
, x$1
2
,2, x$1n ], q(xi )"x~1i , for i"1, 2,2, n.
We have proved in [24] (Theorem 2.3) that there exists an isomorphism /K :S(G ; R)P
R[x$1
1
, x$1
2
,2, x$1n ]4:. such that /K ([gi])"xi#x~1i . Therefore, the proof of Theorem 8.4(2) will
be completed if we show the following lemma.
Lemma 8.5. „he ring R[x$1
1
, x$1
2
,2,x$1n ]4:. is generated by elements xi#x~1i , xjxk#x~1j x~1k ,
1)i)n, 1)j(k)n.
Proof. Let a
i
"x
i
#x~1
i
, b
i
"x
i
!x~1
i
, for i"1, 2,2, n. Since 1/23R, xi"(ai#bi)/2,
y
i
"(a
i
!b
i
)/2 and the ring R[x$1
1
, x$1
2
,2, x$1n ] is generated by a1,2, an , b1,2, bn . Every
element v3R[x$1
1
, x$1
2
,2,x$1n ]4:. is a sum v"+mi such that every mi is a monomial of the form
m
i
"caa1
1
2 aan
n
bb1
1
2bbn
n
, where c3R, a
i
, b
i
3M0, 1, 2,2N. Then v"(v#q (v))/2"+ (mi#q (mi))/2.
Notice that q(a
i
)"a
i
, q (b
i
)"!b
i
. Hence
m
i
#q(m
i
)
2
"G
m
i
if +n
j/1
b
j
is even
0 otherwise.
Therefore v is a sum of monomials of the form caa1
1
2aan
n
bb1
1
2bbn
n
, where +n
j/1
b
j
is even. Hence,
R[x$1
1
, x$1
2
,2, x$1n ]4:. is generated by elements ai , bjbk , 1)i)n, 1)j(k)n. But
a
j
a
k
#b
j
b
k
"2(x
j
x
k
#x~1
j
x~1
k
). Therefore R[x$1
1
, x$1
2
,2, x$1n ]4:. is generated by ai"xi#x~1i
and x
j
x
k
#x~1
j
x~1
k
, for 1)i)n, 1)j(k)n. K
Our next goal is to prove a theorem analogous to Theorem 6.3(3) but concerning rings R such
that A2#A~2 is invertible in R.
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9 Although this is a well-known fact, we had a trouble with "nding a good reference for a proof. For that reason we
decided to give an elementary proof here. We have seen earlier many times that many algebraic results concerning
character varieties can be proven using topological methods (i.e. skein algebras). The description of the skein algebra
S (S1]S1]I;R, A) given in [10] immediately gives a topological proof of Lemma 8.8.
Theorem 8.6. ‚et a ring R be an integral domain of characteristic 0. ‚et G be a free abelian
or nonabelian group on n generators. „hen the numbers of generators given in „heorem 8.4 are
minimal, i.e.
1. S (F
n
;R) cannot have fewer then n#(n
2
)#(n
3
) generators.
2. S (Zn ;R) cannot have fewer then n#(n
2
) generators.
We are going to prove Theorem 8.6 using methods of algebraic geometry. Let G be any group
and let s
0
:GPC be the trace of trivial Sl
2
(C)-representation (i.e. s
0
"2). For a proof of The-
orem 8.6 we will need to calculate dimensions of tangent spaces „s0X(G), for G"Fn , Zn. These
dimensions will estimate from below the minimal numbers of generators of the corresponding skein
algebras.
Lustig and Metzler showed in [22] (Theorem 1) the following results.
Fact 8.7. „he tangent space „s0X (Fn) has dimension n#(n2)#(n3).
Using Lustig’s and Metzler’s idea and the lemma below we will show that
dim„s0X(Zn)"n#(n2).
Lemma 8.8. ‚et e
1
"(1, 0), e
2
"(0, 1), e
1
, e
2
3Z2. „hen any Sl
2
(C)-character s of Z2 is uniquely
determined by the values a
1
"s(e
1
) , a
2
"s(e
2
) and b"s (1, 1). „herefore X(Z2)LC3. Moreover,
X(Z2)"M(a
1
, a
2
, b)3C3 :a2
1
#a2
2
#b2!a
1
a
2
b!4N.9
Proof. By Theorem 8.4(2), S(Z2 ;C) is generated by (1, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1)3Z2 and, therefore, by the
remarks preceding Theorem 7.3, C[X (Z2)] is generated by q
(1,0)
, q
(0,1)
, q
(1,1)
. Hence, we can
assume that X(Z2)LC3 and any character s3X (Z2) has coordinates (a
1
, a
2
, b)3C3, where
a
1
"s (1, 0), a
2
"s(0, 1), b"s(1, 1). Let P(x, y, z)"x2#y2#z2!xyz!4. We are going to show
that for any character s3X (Z2), P (a
1
, a
2
, b)"0.
Let s be the trace of a representation o :Z2PSl
2
(C). Since we can replace o by any of its
conjugate representations we can assume that o (1, 0) has an upper triangular form,
o(1, 0)"Ac1 d10 c~1
1
B .
Since o(0, 1) commutes with o (1, 0), the matrix o (0, 1) has also an upper triangular form
o(0, 1)"A
c
2
d
2
0 c~1
2
B.
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Then s"tr 3o@, where o@ is a diagonal representation
o@(1, 0)"A
c
1
0
0 c~1
1
B , o@(0, 1)"A
c
2
0
0 c~1
2
B .
Hence a
1
"c
1
#c~1
1
, a
2
"c
2
#c~1
2
, b"c
1
c
2
#c~1
1
c~1
2
and straightforward calculations show
that P(a
1
, a
2
, b)"0.
Suppose now that P(a
1
, a
2
, b)"0 for some (a
1
, a
2
, b)3C3. We are going to show that
a
1
"s (1, 0), a
2
"s(0, 1) , b"s (1, 1) for some character s3X(Z2). Let c
1
, c
2
3C be such that
c
1
#c~1
1
"a
1
, c
2
#c~1
2
"a
2
and let b@"c
1
c
2
#c~1
1
c~1
2
, b@@"c
1
c~1
2
#c~1
1
c
2
. There are three
possible cases:
1. c
1
, c
2
O$1. Since the points (a
1
, a
2
, b@ ) , (a
1
, a
2
, b@@ )3C3 correspond to the traces of repres-
entations o, o@ : Z2PSl
2
(C),
o(1, 0)"A
c
1
0
0
c~1
1
B , o (0, 1)"A
c
2
0
0
c~1
2
B
o (1, 0)&A
c
1
0
0
c~1
1
B , o@(0, 1)"A
c~1
2
0
0
c
2
B
the "rst part of the proof implies that P(a
1
, a
2
, b@)"P(a
1
, a
2
, b@@)"0. Moreover,
b@!b@@"(c
1
!c~1
1
) (c
2
!c~1
2
)O0. Since the equation P(a
1
, a
2
, z)"0 has at most 2 solu-
tions, the equation P(a
1
, a
2
, b)"0 implies that b"b@ or b"b@@. Hence, the trace of o or the
trace of o@ is a character of Z2 with the coordinates (a
1
, a
2
, b).
2. c
1
"1 or c
2
"1. Suppose that c
2
"1 (for c
1
"1 the proof is identical). Then a
2
"2 and
a2
1
#b2!2a
1
b"0. Therefore a
1
"b and the trace of the representation o : Z2PSl
2
(C),
o (1, 0)"A
c
1
0
0
c~1
1
B , o(0, 1)"A
1
0
0
1B
is the desired Sl
2
(C)-character of Z2.
3. c
1
"!1 or c
2
"!1. Suppose that c
2
"!1. Then a
2
"!2, a
1
"!b, and the trace of the
representation o :Z2PSl
2
(C),
o(1, 0)"A
c
1
0
0
c~1
1
B , o (0, 1)"A
!1
0
0
!1B
is the desired Sl
2
(C)-character of Z2. K
Theorem 8.9. dim „s0X(Zn)"n#(n2 )"(n‘12 ).
Proof. Let e
1
"(1, 0,2, 0), e2"(0, 1,2 , 0),2, en"(0, 0,2, 1)3Zn. By Theorem 8.4(2) and the
remarks preceding Theorem 7.3, C[X(Zn)] is generated by q
ei
, q
ej‘ek
, for 1)i)n, 1)j(k)n.
Therefore, we assume that X (Zn)LCn‘(n2 ) and any s3X(Zn) has coordinates ci"s(ei ) and
d
k, l
"s (e
k
#e
l
), k(l.
Let h
s, l
: ZnPZ2 be a homomorphism h
s, t
(x
1
,2 , xn )"(xs , xt ), for s, t3M1,2 , nN, s(t. Let
f
s, t
: X(Z2)PX(Zn ) be a morphism such that f
s,t
(s)"s 3 hs, t . One can easily see that if s3X(Z2 )
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Fig. 9. The matrix of f
s, t*
.
has the coordinates (a
1
, a
2
, b)3C3 (we use the notation from the previous lemma), then f
s, t
(s) has
coordinates c
i
, d
k, l
, where c
i
"s 3 hs, t(ei ), dk, l"s 3 hs, t(ek#el). Therefore
c
i
"G
a
1
if i"s
a
2
if i"t
2 otherwise
d
k, l
"G
a
1
if s3Mk, lN, t N Mk, lN
a
2
if t3Mk, lN, s N Mk, lN
b if Ms, tN"Mk, lN
2 otherwise.
Since all partial derivatives of a2
1
.#a2
2
#b2!a
1
a
2
b!4 disappear for (a
1
, a
2
, b)" (2, 2, 2), the
variety X(Z2 ) has the tangent space at s
0
isomorphic to C3. Therefore, the linear map
f
s, t*
:„s0X(Z2)P„s0X(Zn)LCn‘
( n
2
) has a matrix presented in Fig. 9. A star in an entry of the
matrix denotes any number.
One can easily see that the subspaces Imf
s, t*
LCn‘( n2 ) for all s, t3M1,2 , nN, s(t span
the space Cn‘(
n
2
). Since X(Zn)LCn‘( n2 ), dim „s0X(Zn)"n#( n2 ). K
Proof of Theorem 8.6. Let G"F
n
and N"n#(n
2
)#(n
3
) (respectively: G"Zn and N"n#(n
2
) ).
We denote the algebraic closure of the "eld of fractions of R by K. The assumptions about R in
Theorem 8.6 imply that K has characteristic 0. We have noticed in the remark preceding
Theorem 7.3 that there exists an epimorphism / :S (G; K)PK[X(G)], where X (G) denotes the
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10 Were we use the fact that Lustig’s and Metzler’s theorem as well as our result on dimensions of tangent spaces of
character varieties and all results of Section 7 are valid for any algebraically closed "eld of characteristic 0.
Sl
2
(K)-character variety of G. Since the number of generators of K[X(G)] cannot be smaller than
the dimension of „s0X(G), K[X(G)], and therefore S(G; K), have at least N generators.10 By
Fact 2.6(4) S (G; K)"S(G: R) ?
R
K. Hence S (G; R) has at least N generators.
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